A multi rate kinetic model to explain the spontaneous oriented attachment of CdS nanorods in the presence of an amine is presented. The model demonstrates the reasons that elongation is restricted to a maximum of quadruple the starting rod length for rods of a certain aspect ratio (8 x 30 nm) with no elongation occurring for rods of a shorter aspect ratio. The rate constants for all possible attachment events are determined showing that elongation by attachment occurs sequentially by single rod addition alone. Both the reaction rate and the activation energy for subsequent attachment are found to increase as the rod lengthens. The increase in reaction rate correlates with increased dipole moment of longer rods which orients the rods end to end to maximize collision events. The two components of this reaction are alignment and fusion, with the former restricting attachment of low aspect ratio rods and the latter restricting attachment to higher aspect ratio rods. The model therefore predicts an aspect ratio "window" in which oriented attachment of nanorods is energetically possible.
Introduction
The nucleation and early growth stages of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals is well understood and rigorous control of growth temperature, monomer concentration and growth time allow monodisperse particle formation in high yield. [1] [2] [3] More recently, the influence of dynamic surfactant binding on the relative growth rates of different crystalline faces has been developed to allow precise shape control. [4] [5] [6] Inherent size and shape dependent electronic and optical properties can therefore be optimized in a low cost process allowing widespread application from fluorescent biolabels to solar cells. [7] [8] [9] In most cases the terminal growth stage whereby larger particles will leech ions from smaller particles, resulting in a defocusing of size distribution (Ostwald ripening 10 ) is avoided by arresting the reaction during growth. However a further growth mechanism of oriented attachment is also possible where two nanocrystals join along a common crystallographic plane to form larger nanocrystals, often forming irregular shapes after combining. [11] [12] [13] [14] Oriented attachment of nanoparticles has been observed for a range of materials including CdTe, CdSe, ZnS, PbS, MnO with the reduction in surface energy the predominant driving force for reaction. 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] It has been observed that during oriented attachment crystal growth, some Ostwald ripening also occurs, typically at the joining area leading to contiguous nanocrystals. 21, 22 The oriented attachment phase for most systems is an intermediate phase between the nucleation of nanometer-sized particles and the Ostwald ripening phase. There is, however, sizeable overlap between the period of oriented attachment and that of Ostwald ripening. 23 This complicates the analysis of particle growth, as it can be unclear how much growth is attributable to the oriented attachment or to the Ostwald ripening. Experiments have been carried out in which an inhibitor is introduced to the reaction, with the aim being to "arrest" the Ostwald ripening. 16 The use of an inhibitor cleverly delays the onset of Ostwald ripening and thus provides a temporary stage of the reaction where orientated attachment is the only viable growth process. This does not, however, allow for the observation of the growth due to orientated attachment to its completion, as the Ostwald ripening eventually overcomes the effect of the arresting agent and re-assumes domination of the particle growth kinetics. Growth solely due to oriented attachment was observed in surfactant-3 free SnO 2 nanoparticles where poor solubility inhibits the Ostwald ripening process. 24 The absence of ripening allows growth observed in these particles to be fit to a molecular oriented attachment model proposed by Huang et al. 23 This shows that when dealing with a reaction that is dominated by oriented attachment, the use of a multi-rate, multi-step kinetic model of self-integration is apt. This model, however, prescribes the rates by assuming the reaction rates(k ij ) adhere to the Smoluchowski formula for diffusion controlled reactions
where R and D are particle dimension and diffusivity, respectively. This requires further assumptions to be made about the diffusivities of the nanoparticles as there is not enough information to extract individual k ij 's from the data. Therefore only limited conclusions from individual particle interactions can be drawn, with particle diffusion being the controlling factor.
The modeling of oriented attachment can be further complicated by the three-dimensional nature of the attachment of spherical and pseudo-spherical crystals where attachment may occur across different facets of the nanocrystals.
12 A rigorous theoretical treatment of the oriented attachment of such particles would ideally take into account the number of each facets present, and their surface energy. The three dimensional nature also presents a metrology problem: the standard methods of measuring particle sizes are transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD).
TEM is problematic in that -disregarding time-consuming tomography -it will only ever reveal two dimensions of a large number of particles. XRD is used in conjunction with Scherrer analysis, which assumes a particle with a regular morphology with no interface dislocations, which is uncharacteristic of nanocrystals produced by oriented attachment. 12 Scherrer analysis also becomes difficult at small (~ <5nm) particle sizes which are typically the regions that the particles begin the oriented attachment phase. It also does not precisely measure the average crystallite size, but rather the ratio of the fourth to the third moment of the particle size distribution. As a result, XRD is poorly designed to facilitate the analysis of crystallites with a broad or multimodal size distribution.
Recently we reported the spontaneous attachment of semiconductor CdS and Ag 2 S nanorods only at the (001) growth facet following selective removal of ligands using an amine 25 . As this attachment 4 takes place in only one dimension, a mechanism of complete oriented attachment is unambiguous with the formation of integer multiples of the original nanorod length that can be accurately confirmed by TEM and XRD.
In this paper, a detailed multistep oriented attachment kinetic model for the oriented attachment of CdS nanorods is presented. The growth kinetics depends on the nature of the amine, the temperature of the reaction, the use of agitation and the amine concentration. The multi-step nature of the oriented attachment precludes the use of a simple, single-rate kinetic model. Monomers, dimers etc.
are simultaneously present in the reaction, demanding that multiple reaction paths may occur. The model shows that monomer attachment is the only viable route in agreement with experiment where no dimer-dimer attachment is observed. The model also predicts the reasons for the experimentally observed aspect ratio dependence on attachment by correlating rate constants for attachment events both to dipolar alignment and activation energy.
Experimental Section
The nanorods were synthesized and attached according to previous methods. 25, 26 In summary cadmium oxide (0.21g), trioctylphosphine oxide (2.73g) and n-octyldecylphosphonic acid (1.07g)
were heated to 120ºC under a flow of argon. The system was degassed for one hour and then heated up to 300ºC; at this temperature the growth monomer TOP + S was injected. After 30 minutes, heating was discontinued to quench the growth. The nanorods were washed in a 1:1 toluene:acetone mix to remove any excess surfactants followed by centrifuging to precipitate the nanorods from solution. To facilitate the oriented attachment, amine was injected into 15 ml of as synthesized nanorod solution (1.77 -5 M).
Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) spectra were obtained by drop casting the sample in solution on to a glass slide to evaporate. The measurements were taken with a Philips X'Pert MPD PRO using Cu Kα 1 radiation.
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using JEOL 2011 TEM under an accelerating voltage of 200kV. Aliquots were taken from the reaction at specified times and the nanorod solutions were drop cast directly onto a carbon coated copper TEM grid and allowed to dry.
FTIR scans were performed with a PerkinElemer Spectrum 100 interferometer. The samples were in powder form. The amine-treated rods were washed in acetone followed by centrifuging to precipitate the nanorods out of solution prior to the measurement to remove amine that is not bound to the rods.
Results and Discussion
Nanorod lengths for the kinetic study were obtained from a series of experiments with variations in amine concentration, reaction duration and the temperature of the reaction [see TEM images in Supporting Information, S2]. To simplify the interpretation of the results, nanorods of only one diameter were used. Nanorod aspect ratios were calculated from both manual measurements of multiple TEM images and by using an automated image analyzer in Digital Micrograph from Gatan.
From brief analysis of the particle length counting statistics, two important results become immediately apparent. Firstly, there are no intermediate length rods; each rod observed has a length that is an integer multiple of the length of the starting rods. Secondly, there are no rods with a length greater than 140 nm (for CdS). Therefore each rod length, l i , can be represented by
where a is the multiplicity of the rod extension (a  ℤ; 1 ≤ a ; al 0 ≤ 140 nm) and l 0 is the rod starting length. If we use the approach of previous papers on kinetic models of oriented attachment, 16, 23 the "good number" for modeling will be the average value of l i , which can be extracted from both TEM counting statistics and XRD. This would, however, require the assumption that there is a single reaction rate for oriented attachment of one rod to another, regardless of the individual lengths of the rod. Such a treatment has already been carried out. 25 The TEM counting statistics have been verified by the XRD analysis. Table 1 shows the fitting parameters extracted from XRD scans 25 of the starting 35 x 5 nm rods and the elongated 140 nm x 5 6 nm rods. The scans are fit with pseudo-Voigt peaks using a least squares fitting method. Using the peak broadening values and a more precise version Scherrer formula,
where Λ is the effective crystalline domain, λ is the x-ray wavelength, and β is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian component of the line broadening in radians, we can estimate the effective crystalline domain along the (001) growth direction. The effective crystalline domain is related to the grain size, D -as would be observed in TEM -by the equation 
a given i-mer and and a given j-mer, the reaction rate will be denoted as k ij .
Thus the reaction between two monomers would be denoted as k 11 (for schematic see Figure 1 ). For the case of 35 nm CdS starting rods, we see no rods elongated past the tetramers. Therefore, we have
Assuming there is no reaction asymmetry, we have 
These equations or too complex to be solved analytically, but can be solved numerically by dataset fitting of the concentration time differentials using the concentrations as independent variables. The above model was fitted to aliquots from reactions using different amine concentration. The results are plotted in Figure 2 . The most obvious feature in the plot is the large peak in k 13 at an amine concentration of 0.03 M. For k 12 and k 11 , the reaction rate rises almost linearly. The role of the amine is to depassivate the rod ends by stripping them of their surface ligands (Figure 1) . 25 If the amine 8 were a reactant, reactions rates would increase with amine concentration, if even to a "saturation" concentration, above which no increase in rate would be seen. However, the existence of a peak precludes the possibility of the amine having to be treated as a reactant, and the reaction rates need only be describe in terms of i-mer concentrations.
The model was also fitted to aliquots from reactions performed at different temperatures. As expected, the reaction rate increases with temperature for all i. Also, the reaction rate increases with i for all temperature ranges. From this data, Arrhenius plots were derived and fitted, as shown in To exclude to possibility of the lack of available monomers in the solution being the reason for the cessation of the elongation at tetramers, unelongated monomers were injected into a fully elongated solution in the presence of an amine, and no further elongation was observed. From this, it can be concluded that an upper aspect ratio limit for elongation exists, and it is due to the energy barrier for 9 attachment to longer nanorods. As the nanorod diameter in oriented attached nanorods remains unchanged, the rod-length is directly proportional to the aspect ratio.
This increase in activation energy with rod length (constant diameter) initially appears to be contradictory to the increase in reaction rate with rod length. The Arrhenius equation,
where R and T are the gas constant and the temperature, also includes an exponential pre-factor or "frequency factor", A. When rearranged in the logarithmic form used for plotting Figure 4 ,
this frequency factor becomes the intercept on the Arrhenius plot. This factor represents the frequency of attempts to cross the energy barrier to complete the reaction. As can be seen from Figure 5 , this attempt frequency reduces drastically with rod length. Ascribing this frequency factor to be dominated by the alignment stage of the reaction, a lower limit on aspect ratio is imposed on the elongation reaction. The increase with k of the frequency factor with i can be understood if the dipole-dipole interaction of the rods is considered as a key factor in the reaction. From the TEM and XRD, it is obvious that the rods are epitaxially aligned, indicating the presence of a strong alignment element to the reaction. In the absence of any magnetic dipole on the rods, the alignment must be due to an electric dipole alignment. The rods have been shown to have considerable electric dipole moments, with the dipole moment, μ, proportional to the rod length. 28, 29 We have, therefore, that The relationship between the rod length and dipole attraction can be therefore estimated to be
indicating an possible increase in frequency factor and reaction rate with rod length -as is seen in the temperature dependent data of reaction rate versus i (Figure 3) . While the kinetic rate may also increase with rod length owing to the Smoluchowski equation, there is not enough information to separate the contribution from the rod diffusivity and the rod length. There is, therefore, a narrow window in which the elongation reaction can occur ( Figure 5 ). The limits are created by the two stages of the reaction: alignment and fusion. The alignment stage is dominated by the frequency factor, which in turn is dependent on the dipole moment and rod length. When the rods are too short (25 nm × 5 nm), no attachment can occur owing to the poor alignment. In long nanorods (>140 nm) the sharp increase in the energy barriers may be due to the diminishing energy returns for surface area minimization. This predicts a maximum E A of > ~ 1 kJ mol -1 for elongation to occur for CdS, defining an upper aspect ratio to oriented attachment. Given these factors, this window for oriented attachment of semiconductor nanorods is ultimately defined by γ 0 , the surface energy per unit area of the nanocrystalline material and μ L , the electric dipole per unit length of the nanostructure.
These predicted influential factors for oriented attachment are consistent with experimentally observed results in similar II-VI compounds. CdSe nanorods did not undergo oriented attachment under similar conditions, 5 however relative to CdS, it has less than one quarter the surface energy 30 and a half the dipole moment 31 . CdTe has a much larger dipole moment than CdS 32 , indicating that even lower aspect ratio rods will undergo attachment. This is observed to be the case 25 , but the virtually degeneracy in the formation energies of the wurzite and zinc-blende structures means that the rods tend to branch rather than elongate in a measurable, one dimensional fashion. Ag 2 S, with a similar dipole moment to CdS 33 , undergoes a similar oriented attachment process 25 . The model predicts that in general materials with high surface energy and dipole moment should display oriented attachment over a wide range. This creates a broad material set for consideration that have not yet been investigated for oriented attachment processes e.g ZnO amines, which are the instigating component of the reaction, are believed to selectively strip the ends of the rod and do not bind to the sides of the rods which is evident from the end to end attachment.
The material properties of the nanorods act as a physical limitation to the oriented attachment. The nanorods must be long enough for the electric dipole interaction to align the rods, but they must be short enough for the energy surface minimization to provide a significant particle energy reduction to the system on attachment. The reduced dimensionality, simple metrology and limited extent of the elongation of the nanorods allow for a detailed analysis of the early stages of oriented attachment in a manner not easily accessible with similar reactions with spherical and pseudo spherical nanoparticles. 
